Seedling Sale

2019

Proceeds benefit environmental and conservation education programming at the Conservation District and Headwaters Park

*Cash and check accepted with mailed in orders
*NEW Credit Cards accepted online or dropped off at the office
*Orders may be dropped off or mailed to: ECCD

1927 Wager Road
Erie, PA 16509
**Norway Spruce** - Fast growth to 75 or 80 feet in height. Spread 35 to 40 feet. Dense, dark green needles never get longer than 1 inch. Thrives well in average soil conditions, but prefers moisture in the soil to maintain its deep green color. Highly valued ornamental and timber tree. One of the best conifers for shelters and windbreaks, as its branches grow densely into one


**Douglas Fir** - Excellent demand as a Christmas tree or an ornamental. Extremely fast growth, superb needle retention and soft, 1" blue-green needles make Douglas the favorite tree for many growers. Prefers fertile, well-drained, light soil with full sun. The Douglas fir grows to a height of 40–70' and a spread of 12–20' at maturity.
**Monterey Strawberries** - Everbearing, very large, sweet berry, tolerates cold and is resistant to leaf spot.

**Red Raspberries** - Everbearing, excellent fruit, good flavor, sweet taste and high yielding. Ripens in June and again early September.

**Consort Black Currant** - Vigorous black, very productive, ripens midseason. (zone 3-7).

**Perfection Red Currant** - Produces red berries in July. Vigorous, cold hardy, self pollinating. Makes delicious jelly. (zone 3-7)

**Jersey Supreme Asparagus** - Large stalk, sweet, very productive.

**Horseradish** - Likes rich, composted, well-drained soil. Plant roots on a slight angle 4-6 inches deep and 12 to 18 inches apart. Water frequently. Dig up plants when the leaves have died back either in the fall or in the spring.
Blue Crop Blueberries - The blueberry begins to ripen about July 15th. The bush is hardy and productive, and the berries are medium-large, firm, bright blue and features excellent picking scar.

Duke Blueberries - Height is about 4 to 6 feet and its yield is consistently high. The fruit size is medium and is high-quality and firm.

Patriot Blueberries - The Patriot ranges from 4 to 6 feet in height with a consistent yield ranging from 10 to 20 pounds of fruit. It ripens about July 5th, producing tight clusters of fruit that are large and firm with small, dry recesses scars.

Jersey Blueberries - Fruit size is large at 60 berries per cup or 1.99 grams per berry and the quality of the fruit is very good. Berries are also firm with a dark blue color, and picking scars are small.

Elderberry - Large, spreading, multi-stemmed shrub with large, flat-topped white flowers in June - July followed by purple-black berries. Can be used for jellies, pies and wine. Excellent for attracting birds, and will grow in wet areas. Grows in any type of soil and is very hardy.
Black Cherry - Valuable timber which can be planted in open or as underplanting. Does well in wide variety of soil types. Good species for wildlife food.

Spicebush - Also known as allspice, grows to 15’, producing a berry ripening in August and September, which is eaten by game birds.

White Oak - Broad, round dense head, spreading branches and purple-red Fall color. Leaves remain on tree for winter interest, bark is light gray and flaked.

Buttonbush - A native to the Eastern United States that will thrive in wet and low-lying areas. Blooms July and August with cream colored flowers that develop into nutlet type fruits, remaining on into the winter. Matures to 6-12 feet.

American Redbud - A small flat-topped tree, producing pink blooms on bare stems in early spring. Foliage is large and heart-shape, changing to yellow in the fall. Does well in a protected location.

Chinese Chestnut - Grown in a nursery from seed of selected strain. Hardy, blight-resistant, fast growing tree which bears nuts slightly larger than the now extinct American Chestnut. Plant two or more for pollination. Height at maturity about 30-35 feet.
Dappled Willow - Height and spread reach 3 to 5 feet. Its main attraction is the tri-color leaves of white, green and pink. We advise periodic trimming to maintain leaf variegation. Tolerates wet conditions. Leaf color stays better in full sun.


Red Rhubarb - Victoria - Heirloom variety. Slender red/green stalks can be harvested after the first year. Excellent for cooking and baking.

Methley Plum - An early plum with fine quality and appearance. The fruit is purple with red, sweet flesh and very juicy with a distinctive flavor. Ripening in early to mid-July, Methley is self-fertile.

Black Amber Plum - A mid-season plum with black-red skin and an amber flesh. The fruit is large and very firm.
**Redhaven Peach**—Tree is vigorous, very bud-hardy and productive. Fruit is medium-sized and colors to a brilliant red. Harvest mid-late August. Semi-dwarf: 12—15' in height and width.

**Bartlett Pear** - A large, heavy-bearing variety with excellent quality. Long considered one of the choicest canning varieties, Bartlett accounts for about 75 percent of the pear production in the United States and Canada. Bartlett requires cross pollination and ripens in late August.

**Potomac Pear**—The fruit is moderate in size, averaging 2.5 inches. The flesh texture is moderately fine and buttery. The flavor is pleasingly sub-acid with a mild aroma and is similar to Beurre D’Anjou in character. The tree is moderately vigorous and resistant to fire blight.

**Fantasia Nectarine**—Fantasia is an excellent quality, yellow-fleshed, freestone nectarine. Fruit is large, nearly full red, with a smooth glossy finish. Trees are vigorous, hardy and very productive. Growth up to 10 feet in height and spread.

**Dapple Dandy Pluot**—A cross between a plum and apricot. The fruit is large, with a dark purple color overlaid on a light purple background color. Dapple Dandy has firm, dark red flesh when fully mature, with exceptional dessert quality. The tree is open, spreading and very vigorous. Semi—dwarf: 12—15’ in height and width. Must plant two Pluots or one Pluot and a plum.
Daybreak Fuji Apple - The fruit is large with a pink-red blush over 80 percent of the fruit surface. The finish of the fruit and productivity of the tree are exceptional. The tree is precocious on any rootstock. Maturing four to five weeks ahead of conventional Fuji, Daybreak Fuji provides an opportunity to harvest high quality Fuji in mid-September.

Gala Apple - Fruit size and flavor are comparable to traditional Gala strains. Tree habit is upright and vigorous. Harvests a few days ahead of Crimson Gala.

Golden Delicious Apple - Fruit is firm, medium to large with the classic Golden Delicious flavor. The tree is spreading, productive and easy to manage. Fruit thinning is required to maintain annual bearing. Semi-dwarf, growing 10-16 feet tall and producing fruit within 4-5 years.

Cortland Apple - Fruit is a beautiful red, very large, with pure white flesh. Crops heavier than most varieties and considered an annual bearer. Picked seven to ten days after McIntosh.

Honeycrisp Apple - The fruit is mostly orange-red with a yellow background. The fruit averages 3 inches and up, matures ten days before Red Delicious and stores well. Outstanding winter hardiness gives this variety excellent potential for northern growing regions. Honeycrisp is moderately resistant to apple scab. Tree is non-vigorous and late blooming. Semi—dwarf: 12- 15’ in height and weight.

Montmorency Tart Cherry - The tree produces large, light red fruit (although some trees produce a darker red fruit). It is the most popular sour cherry in the United States and Canada, and is extensively used in cherry pies, as well as in jams and preserves.
**Honeybee Forage Mix** - A pasture mix for honey bees composed of clovers and sweetclovers.

**Showy Northeast Native Wildflower & Grass Mix** - The native wildflowers and some grasses provide a gorgeous display of color from spring to fall. Designed for upland sites with well-drained soils and full sun to semi-shaded areas; ideal for attracting butterflies and hummingbirds.

**Royalton Sweet Cherry** - The biggest — and some say the best! This variety bears 1¼" dark purple-red cherries. The tree puts on a beautiful show in the landscape during spring cherry-blossom season. Excellent pollinator for other sweet cherries. Approximately 60 days from bloom to harvest. Disease-resistant to bacterial canker. Resists cracking. Ripens in mid June. Best pollinator: another sweet cherry variety.

**Butterfly and Hummingbird Garden Mix** - Designed specifically to attract hummingbirds, butterflies and other native pollinators.

**Wildlife Food Plot Mix** — Seeds for wildlife food plot sites. Dwarf Sorghum/Red Milo, White Proso Millet, Buckwheat, Mancan, Black Oil Sunflower.